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Then they said to him, say now Shibbolet: and he said Sibbolet: 
for he could not frame to pronouce it right. Then they took him, 
and slew him at the fords of the Jordan. (Judges 12 : 6) 
In the field of historical studies of the internal linguistic development in Arabic 
phonology there is only a few work worth while mentioning as yet. This fact may partially 
be caused by the fiction that so called 'Arabiyya is a synchronic rather than diachronic 
unity. As a matter of course Arabic study in this field is not only important for the history 
of Arabic itself but also indispensable for the comparative phonology of Semitic languages. 
For Arabic is the only language that has, since early times and in nearly all dialects, 
exhibited a general development of Semitic phonology in every respect, and throughout 
its long history there is no lack of phonetic data for any period, for example, descriptions 
of pronounciation by Arab grammarians, scribal errors, treatment of loan-words and so 
forth. As for other Semitic languages, rich as their materials are, the documented period 
IS comparatively short to trace their histories. 
What follows represents an attempt to trace the phonetic shift of Arabic sibilants, 
evaluating as many materials concerning these phonemes as available and to comment 
upon the reconstruction of sibilants in Proto-Semitic.11 
I 
The sibilants of Semitic languages have bedevilled scholars and been much discussed 
for over a century. It is generally assumed that reduction of the ternary opposition of the 
sibilants /s/ (dental fricative), /s/ (alveolar fricative) and /s/ (laterized fricative?) which 
belong to the most ancient phonological system of Proto-Semitic took place in every lan-
guage except in Modern South Arabic.21 The opposition s/s was neutralized in the Phoen-
ician, Ugaritic, Amorite and Akkadian; the opposition s/s in Hebrew and Aramaic and 
the opposition s/s in Arabic, Ge'ez and in later dialects of Epigraphic South Arabic. 
Though the process of the tendancy took place in different ways in various areas, the 
final result in Hebrew, Aramaic and modern Arabic dialects of all types is an opposition 
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[s]/[s]. 
Regarding Arabic it is often maintained that this shift took place so long ago that 
/s/ and /s/ had already aquired their present-day values [s] and [s] respectively in the 
documented period, leaving only /s/ unchanged, namely [s].3J According to this formulation, 
the present-day phonetic situation seems to have succeeded immediately, without any inte-
rmediate stages, to the earlier situation in which three sibilants were conserved. The 
evidences from old sources, however, demonstrate that the phonetic shift of sibilants did 
not take place so simply as it is believed and that between two situations existed an 
intermidiate stage of conciderable duration. In the following chapters we will make an 
observation on the old materials. 
II 
The earliest systematic account of the Arabic consonantal system is that of Sibawayhi 
(d. 793 A. D.); his study on the phonetics of Arabic is contained in his famous al-Kittib 
"the Book," chapter 565 al-'idgtim "phonetic assimilation."') Earlier or contemporary descri-
ptions are largely lost, and later ones are largely delivertives of or commentaries upon 
Sibawayhi's. Having been rather thoroughly studied on his description, it is fairly well 
understood now, but certain points in detail still need elucidation. His phonetics may be 
prescriptive, but only in the sense that he chiefly describes usage that he considers ac-
ceptable. Far from being rigid or puristic, he frequently mentions equally acceptable and 
unacceptable variants qurzif furfi' besides basic sounds hunif 'usltt."> Consequently his phon-
etics seems to be done in a strikingly descriptive rather than prescriptive tone. 
Concluding that the real phonetic situation of Classical Arabic of eighth century must 
be reflected in Sibawayhi's work, we will undertake to make an analytical study on his 
description concerning the two sibilants /s/ and /s/ in question. Due to the relatively 
precious description we may rightly expect a conclusive result from this observation. First 
of all, he classifies all basic sounds into sixteen groups according to their points of artic-
ulation. As for /s/ he groups it with two other consonants, namely j{r,j and jyj, for he 
considers it as having its point of articulation the same as for j'f!,j and Jy/. Here is Siba-
wayhi's text as it appears in al-Kitab, II p. 435: 0> 
Min wasafi l-lisani baynahu wa-bayna wasafi l-qanak i l-' a'lti mal;raifu t-ifimi 
wa-s-sini wa-l-ycl'i. 
(From the center of the tongue, between it and the center of the palate lies 
the point of articulation of the gim, sin and yii'.) 
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This description can be interpreted as indicating for the point of articulation of the three 
phonemes /g/, /s/ and jyj the soft palate or at least the back part of the hard palate join-
ing the soft palate. By the way, Arabic has exhibited a fronting of Semitic /*g/ to [g'], 
[d'], [g], [z] and the like with the passing of time!l It was clarified by some scholars 
that the outcome of Semitic /*g/ which the Arab grammarian considered correct had not 
yet aquired its present-day value [g] and seems to have been realized by a media-palatal 
stop, viz., [g'] at his time. This postulation is exactly identical with the result based on the 
observation of Sibawayhi's description. Therefore we can conclude that the point of arti-
culation of the phoneme /s/ which Sibawayhi describs approximated rather back to the 
post- or media-palatal. 
The other sibilant /s/, which is the result of falling together of original /*s/ and /*s/ 
into a single phoneme, is classified with /z/ and h/ and their point of articulation is des-
cribed as follows: 
i\1imm(/ bayna (arafi l-lisani wa-fuwayqi !·fanay(/ mal;ragu z-zclyi wa-s-sini wa-
$·$cidi.8l 
(Between the tongue-tip and the part a little above the mclsors lies the point of 
articulation of the zay, the sin and the ~ad.) 
This description can be interpreted as indicating that Sibawayhi's /s/ was articulated by 
raising the tongue-tip toward the alveolus. That the phrase fuwayqa t-fanaya 'a little 
above the incisors' points to the alveolus may be adjusted with the description of the 
neighbouring phonemes /n/, /r/, /t/, /d/ and/!/. Before describing about /s/, Sibawayhi 
says: 
l\1in {arafi l-liscini baynahu wa-baynama fuwayqa !-tanc/y(/ mafJragu n-nllni wa-
min mal;ragi n-nllni gayra 'annahu 'adl;alu fi :;:ahri l-lis(/ni qalilan l-inlJirafihi 
'ilii l-lami ma!Jraiu r-ra'i wa-mimm(/ bayna tarafi l-lisani wa-'u$1lli 1-Janciyti 
mal;ragu t-ta'i wa-d-dali wa-t-td'i.'l 
(Between the tongue-tip and the part a little above the incisors lies the point of 
articulation of the nun. And the ra' is articulated at the same point as for the 
nun except that it is a little inner on the tongue-plain with its obliquity toward 
lateralization. Then from what is between the tongue-tip and the bases of the 
mc1sors come out the ta', the dal and ta' .) 
It is observable from this description that the point of articulation of /s/ is identical with 
that given for /n/ and /r/, except that /r/ has obliquity toward lateralization; but that it is 
remarkedly different from the place described for /t/, /d/ and /t/, in which the tongue-
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tip touches actually the bases of the incisors. Accordingly Sibawayhi's /s/ was not dental 
but alveolar, in which its point of articulation was a little further back than that of true 
dental /t/ articulated at the bases of the incisors. 
While Sibawayhi's /5/ and /s/ differed in point of articulation, they were both similar 
with respect of manner of articulation, for by the foregoing criteria gahrjlzams10J and 
sidda/ribawa, they are both classified among the mahmusa and ribwa. Classification by 
the criterion gahr/hams has bedevilled scholars for over a century but Sibawayhi knew 
that, whereas the maghara are not always voiced, the mahmasa are always voiceless.ll) 
The opposition sidda/ribclwa"> corresponds exactly to the distinction between occlusion 
and fricatism in modern phonetics. Therefore they are both easily identificable as voiceless 
fricatives. 
Summing up the result from this observation, we can describe Sibawayhi's consonants 
m question with terms of modern phonetics as follows: /5/ was voiceless post- or medic-
palatal fricative; /s/ voiceless alveolar fricative; /{!,/post- or medio-palatal affricate; /n/ 
and /r/ alveolars; /t/ dental stop. 
In Modern Arabic, as described by Gairdner, jgj is true pre-palatal [g], in which the 
front of tongue touches the hard palate, midway between the contact points of [d] and 
[g]; 13> whereas jsj is alveolar [5], being classified with /n/ and /r/ as having their point 
of articulation at the hard palate a little behind the teeth. 14J As for /s/, admitting the 
difficulty to describe the exact position of the tongue-point in making this strong hiss,l•> 
he, neverthless, classifies it with true dentals /t/, /d/ and /t/.16> Its phonetic value is dental 
fricative [5]. The following is a comparative table of these consonants setting Sibawayhi's 
basic sounds lzuraj 'u!jul over against Gairdner's phonemes of Modern Arabic. 
Sibawayhi's hurzif 
post- or medio-palatal { 





alveolar (a little above the incisors) -- { 
/n, r/ 
} -alveolar [5], [n], [r] 
/s, z, ~/ ) [s, z, ~] 
[t, d, t] dental (at the bases of the incisors) 
}- --dental 
jt, d, t/ ) 
It is observable from this comparative table that the points of articulation of Sibawa-
yhi's sibilants /5/ and /s/ differ remarkedly from those of Modern Arabic described by 
Gairdner and that not only jgj but also /5/ and /s/ have exhibited a general fronting of 
articulation, leaving /n/, /r/ and /t/ unchanged. Regarding sibilant /5/, while it is a alveolar 
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fricative [s] according to Gairdner, Sibawayhi describes it as a post- or medio-palatal fric-
ative. Such a phoneme as Sibawayhi's /s/ cannot be interpreted as having any phonetic 
value else than a fricative [c;] or[<;:]. If we consider for a few minutes the propotion of 
Sibawayhi's grouping of /s/, /n/ and /r/ as alveolars (pronounced a little above the incisors) 
and /t/, /d/ and /t/ as dentals (pronounced at the bases of the incisors) in contrast with 
Gairdner's grouping of /s/, /n/ and /r/ as alveolars and /s/, /t/, /d/ and /t/ as dentals, 
we can easily deduce an equality Sibawayhi's /s/=Modern Arabic /s/( =[s]) by Gairdner. 
Accordingly to Sibawayhi's /s/ is attributed the phonetic value [s]. 
According to our result from the observation of Sibawayhi's description, the present 
day situation of the sibilants was not yet fully established during the earlier period of 
Classical Arabic and the phonemes /s/ and /s/ described by Sibawayhi were represented 
by post- or medio-palatal fricative [<;] or [<;:] and alveolar fricative [s] respectively at that 
time. 
III 
The question may be asked whether the phonetic situation of Sibawayhi's sibilants 
can be adjusted in such materials as we have for pre-Islamic Arabic. In the last two or 
three centuries before Islam both inside and outside evidences for Early Arabic (3th-6th 
cent. A. D.) are very scanty, but it is during this period that hundreds of Aramaic loan-
words entered the language through Christian and ]wish contacts. The phonetic adaptation 
of loan-words, generally, may furnish clues to the pronounciation in two languages, the 
original and borrowiog one. Therefore in spite of our restricted knowledge of Early Arabic, 
the observation of these loan-words may rightly be expected to throw some light on the 
phonetic status of this period and to give the answer to the above question. 
Concluding that Sibawayhi's stage of sound shift must be reflected in the loan-words 
adapted by Arabic during this period, we will undertake an examination on the cor-
respondences in Arabic to Aramaic sibilants, based on Fraenkel's study of Aramaic loan-
words in Arabic.m It must be assumed that these loan-words originally entered some 
specific dialects separately in contact with neighboring culture and gradually spread into 
Classical Arabic. But owing to the scarce material for this period the date of their intro-
duction into Arabic can not be always clarified. However, in the vast majority of Aramaic 
loan-words in Arabic, specifically those words which we have a good right to believe have 
passed to Arabic in the earlier period, we may observe that Aramaic /s/ corresponds to 
Arabic /s/ which is nomally considered to have been pronouced [s.] 
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Examples for Arabic /s/=Aramaic /s/: 
"mixture of clay and strow" 
sir a "garment striped with yellow" SYR'H 
'tisiyat "column" 
sirbtil "cloth, shirt" 
fiftis "hammer" 
sirag "lamp" 
rawsam "seal, tablet" 
qasb "tough date" 
stlriyat "mast of ship" 
qudtis "breast plate" 
saffxld "spit" 
nibrtis "lantern" 
rasama "to draw" 
si'r "current price" 
maras(at) "rope" 
sllr "wall" 
sllrat "chapter, sura" 
f;tlsiis "spy" 
kanisat "church" 
naqlls "gong, bell" 
sunntlr/sinnawr "cat" 




















But in the loan-words which were seemingly taken over in the laterperiod, perhaps 
after Islam the phonetic treatment is completely different. Aramaic loan-words with /s/ 
are always represented by Arabic /s/. 
Examples for Arabic /5/=Aramaic /5/: 
sara qra qj siri qra q "green woodpecker" 
sifnin "turtle-dove" 
sabbzif "a kind of fish" 
qa§s "Christian priest" 
natasa "pull out (a thorn)" 
mink[l§ "hoe, rake" 









si~(at) "date(s) o£ bad quality" SY$Y 
miS}Jal "filter" SljL' 
saqala "to weigh (a coin)" SQL 
samanat "(weigh)" SMWN' 
'iStiyclm "captain" 'STYM' 
saqal "(weigh)" SQWL' 
saryan "artery" SRYN' 
siyaf "medicaments for the eye" SYF' 
burs an "host, wafer" BWRSN' 
raws am "tablet, seal" RWSM' 
The same picture of correspondence emerges from the Hebrew names and words of 
cult introduced during this period; for Hebrew /5/ Arabic has /s/ in the earlier loan-words. 
Examples for Arabic /s/=Hebrew /5/: 
Mzisa "Moses" Moseh 
Sulayman "Solomon" Selomoh 
Sama'il "Samuel" Sema'el 
'Alyasa' "Elisha" 'EliSa' 
'Isma'il "Ismael" Yisma'el 
sa bat "sabbath" sabbat 
masi}J "Messiah" masia}J 
Yasa' "Jesus" Yasa' 
Saws an "Susa" Sasan etc. 
But Hebrew names which seems to have been taken over after Islam used to be 
rendered by Arabic /5/. 






FiSztn PiS on 
Ba!Sa~ar Bette sa' ~ar 
karis keres "belly" 
If the Early Arabic had been in a situation similar to Modern Arabic, the /s/ would 
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have been used consistently for representing Aramaic /s/ in the loan-words in earlier 
period.l8) Why, then, were the Aramaic loan-words with /s/ rendered by Arabic /sf ins tread 
of /s/ in the earlier period but by /s/ in the later period? This chronologically fluctuating 
adaptation, I think, is explicable provided that we assume the existance of Sibawayhi's 
intermediate stage of phonetic development in which the /s/ and /s/ had not yet aquired 
the present-day value but were realized by a palatal [c;] or [c;;] and [s] or[!~] respectively. 
When the earlier group of loan-words was taken over, Arabic /sf ( =[s]) approximated to 
Aramaic /s/ and Arabic /s/ had a value acoustically different from that of Aramaic /s/. 
Accordingly the loan-words with /s/ was represented by the Arabic /s/. Then the sibilants 
gradually developed closer to the present-day situation. To this fluctuating period may 
be attributed some words in which Aramaic /s/ was rendered with both /s/ and /s/, e. g., 
rawsam/rawsam, rasama/rasama, maras/maras, qass/ qass, etc. After the shift reached 
the stage in which the/ s/ was realized by [s] and /s/ by [s], the former was of course, 
used instead of the latter for expressing Aramaic /s/. This process is quite frequent when 
one language borrows words from another during the fluctuating deriod. 
Though it is clear from the observation of Aramaic loan-words that m Early Arabic 
the sibilant /s/ had not yet aquired the present-day value [s], no evidence were reduced 
as to its real phonetic quality. We can, however, quote some instances of Greek loan-
words for its possible pronounciation in the direction of a post- or medio-palatal [c;] or the 
like. We cannot, of course, expect any instances for [s] in the loan-words. due to the absence 
of such a sound in Greek, but can find some instances of /X/ which are represented by 
Arabic /s/: 
Examples for Greek /X/=Arabic /5/: 'enapX!a "province" 'abarsiyyat; narpaX~J.cov 
"necklace" ba(rasil; Xecpa-coviw "to ordain (a priest)" sar(ana; suX~ "prayer" 'aj§in. 
The material is scanty, but it is noteworthy and suggestive for determing the quality of 
/s/. If the /s/ had been truly realized by [s] at that time, the Arabs would have expressed 
the Greek /X/ with acoustically approximate phoneme /b, k, 1). or h/ as in the most cases. 
Since, instead, they used /s/ for transcribing /X/ preceding front vowels /c, s or r;/, the 
same conclusion may be drawn that the /s/ did not express [s] but somthing else, perhaps 
prepalatal [c;] or the like as assig-ned by Sibawayhi. 
IV 
For the investigation for the real phonetic situation of the sibilants in question m 
Old Arabic, we have at our disposal another means: transcription of Arabic words and 
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names found in the neighbouring languages, some Arabic inscriptions written in Aramaic 
or early Arabic script and so forth. By these means we can reach approximately the midd-
le of the third century A. D. 
Before Islam there was the incessant nse and fall of Arab sedantary establishments 
which was determined to a great extent by changes which effected the fortunes of the 
routes. Among these establishments were Nabatea (100 B. C.-4 th cent. A. D.) and Palmyra 
(lst-3 rd cent. A. D.), both of which had purely strategic position on the trade-routes. 
The inhabitants of the establishments used local varieties of Imperial Aramaic and Aramaic 
linear script for official purposes, but their names show that the Nabataeans were wholly 
Arab and spoke doubtlessly Arabic in daily intercourse, and that at Palmyra there was an 
important Arab element. Therefore many Arabic wosds and names are reflected in their 
inscriptions and constitute the main evidence for Old Arabic. 
The same result as that of the preceding chapter seems to be obtained from the 
observation of the spelling of the names and words which passed conversely from Arabic 
to the dialects of Aramaic. The Nabataean and Palmyrene inscriptions are very confused 
m their using of the Aramaic letters sdmek and Sin when Arabic names and words with 
/s/ or /s/ are transcribed with them. 
In Nabatean inscriptions the /s/ in the Arabic words and names are found spelled with 
sin as it appears from the following examples.") 
Examples for Arabic /s/=Nabataean Sin: 
Qays QYSW 'Aws ·ws 
Sukaynat SKYNT 'Ubaysat 'BYST 
Salam or Salcim SLM Saliyy SLY 
l:fasik HSYKW nasib "relative" NSYB 
'ar'us "heads" 'R'S 
In the following instances we can observe the fluctuating spelling with Sin and sdmek 







In Palmyrene inscriptions we find practical! y the same situation of spelling, though the 
instances are few. Arabic /s/ is written with sin and sdmek indifferently.20J 






As for Arabic /5/ the same fluctuation is found in their use of sin and samek in the 
Nabataean and Palmyrene inscriptions. The /5/ is written with sin and samek indifferently. 
Examples for Arabic /s/=Nabataean and Palmyrene Sfn/samek 
(Nabataean) sara! "noblili ty" SRPYW/SRPYW 
l]awsab "hare" ijWSBW 
silw "limb" SLW 
Samg SMGYW 
(Palmyrene) satr "half" STR'/STR' 
sakir "thanking" SKRW/SKRW 
surayk or sarik "partner" SRYKW/SRYKW 
If the background lying behind the Nabataean and Palmyrene had been Arabic similar 
to Modern Arabic, Aramaic sin would expectedly have been used for Arabic /5/, outcome 
of Proto-Semitic /*s/ consistently and samek for /s/, outcome of Proto-Semitic /*s/ and 
/*5/. But the spellings found in the loan-words are against the Aramaic orthographic 
tradition. It is observed in the above instances that Aramaic Sin is mostly used for what 
is nomally considered such a dental [s] as in Modern Arabic and that what is in Modern 
Arabic [5] is spelled with both sin and samek. This fluctuation between Sin and samek 
seems to indicate that at the beginning of our era Arabic jsj approximated more closely 
to Aramaic sin than to samek and that Arabic /5/ was spelled with both sin and samek 
due to the absence of its acoustical equivalent in the Aramaic consonantal system. It is, 
therefore, difficult to avoid the conclusion that also in Old Arabic the /s/ was realized by 
a [s] and that the /s/ had a phonetic value different from that of Modern Arabic, which 
was presumably a palatal [c;] or the like. 
We have another Old Arabic materials equally significant for this investigation, vrz. 
the earlest inscriptions that we can call Arabic or Nabataean deeply colored by Arabisms.21> 
These inscriptions are written in the form of Aramaic or primitive Arabic script, from 
which developed all the forms of script that have been employed in Islamic times for 
writing Arabic. Here is one of the inscriptions, which is frankly Arabic. 
Harran text:"' 1) 'N' SR'ijYL BR TLMW BNYT D' 'LMBTWL 
2) SNT 463 B'C lv!PSD 
3) ijYN'D 
4) N'M 
1) I, Sarahel, son of Talem6, built this monument 
2) in the year t163 after corruption."') 
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3) then(?), 
4) the prosperity(?). 
In these inscriptions sin of Aramaic script is used indifferently for noting the Arabic 
sibilants in question (/s/ is represented in line 2 SNT, MPSD and /s/ in line 1 SR'HYL), 
while sdmek does not appear at all. The same situation is true of the history of Arabic 
alphabet, which was borrowed from the Nabataean script and developed into an indepen-
dent script. Arabic alphabet has preserved only one letter for non-emphatic voiceless sibi-
lants, viz., Sin (afterwards differenciated by diacritical points into Sin and sin). These 
facts seem to make it clear that the consonantal system of Old Arabic did not include 
any phoneme whose phonetic value is a dental [s]. Also for Old Arabic we can support 
the postulation that between· the stages of Proto-Arabic and of Modern Arabic existed a 
intermidiate stage in which the /s/ was realized by [s] and /s/ had a value different from 
that of Modern Arabic, probably a post- or media-palatal [<;] or the like. 
v 
'vVe have seen what the inside and outside documentations for Arabic allow us to 
state against the assumption concerning the phonetic situation of sibilants, which is 
generally considered as a matter of course. After the observation we have come to a 
conclusion that the present-day phonological situation did not succeeded immediately to the 
Proto-Semitic (or Proto-Arabic) situation in which three sibilants still remained, but that 
between the two situations mediated a stage of considerable duration, which endured at 
least until Sibawayhi's time. In this intermediate stage the sibilants in question had 
phonetic values markedly different from those of present-day equivalents: the /s/ was 
realized by a pastor media-palatal[<;] or [<;:]and the /s/ by alveolar [s] or [iJ]. 
Summing up all the materials we have discussed, we can trace the following chart 
of the phonetic development: 
Stage I (Proto-Arabic close to Proto-Semitic) 
Stage II (Old, Early and Classical 
I 
Arabic. At least until 
8th cent. A. D.) 

















Stage I: In this stage the three sibilants w~re still maintained, but their exact phonetic 
values are unknown due to the lack of enough data. This period seems to have continued 
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by the end of the first millenium B. C. 
Stage II: The /*s/ and /*s/ coalesced into a single phoneme, which was realized by [s] or 
[~]. As for the /*s/, in the earlier period it seems to have concerved such a value as that 
of North-West Semitic. It is surely during this period that the loan-words say tan ( (He b. 
satan) entered the language. And by Sibawayhi's time it had reached[<;] or [<;;]. 
Stage III: the points of articulation of the two sibilants /5/ and /s/ have gradually fronted 
and come to the present-day situation. 
We have obtained a rather surprising result that during the earlier period (Stage II) 
did not exist a dental [s] in the Arabic consonatism. Our conclusion may however be 
further supported by Vilencik's poqtulation."> The system of Semitic sibilants proper has 
not been fully established, but it is generally accepted that the /*s/ is a dental fricative 
[s]. Vilencik however reconstructs j*t'/, /*d•j and /*t;h/ in lieu of generally accepted /*s/, 
/*z/ and /*;;/, based on some evidences which appear in favour of affricative realization; 
but these evidences have their sources from ancient languages (their pronouciation is not 
clear), from transcription of non-Semitic languages in Arabic script and from Arabic pro-
nounciation of the modern dialect (this may be secondary). However they seem to denote 
some part of the probable value of these phonemes. If we follow the traditional recon-
struction, the /s/ shows the going backward shift [*s]-+[s]-7[s] in the history of Arabic. 
But in Arabic, a general tendency of articulational fronting being observed in the conson-
atism, Vilencik's postulation seems more appropriate to explain the phonetic shift of 
Arabic sibilants. 
Notes 
1) In this artile the reader should dissociate the phonetic value from the Roman letters between 
oblique lines which will indicate phonemes. The letters put in brackets will represent the 
phonetic value. 
2) In the various languages the three sibilants j*sj, j*sj, and /*5/ have correspondences indicated 























Examples: s, s, s: Akk. kusitu "garment", !Jamis "five", eser "ten"; Ug. kst, !Jms, 'sr; 
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Heb. kesut, (lames, 'eser; Syr. kussaya, ~zammd, 'esar;Ar. kuswat, !Jams, 'Mar; ESA ks3w, 
!Jmst, 's2r. 
3) C. Brockelmann, Grundriss I, (Berlin 1908) p. 129. 
4) Sibawayhi, al-Kitab (ed. Derenburg) II, pp. 452-455. 
5) ibid. p. 452: 14-16. 
6) ibid. p. 453: 7-8. A variant is found in Ibn Durayd, Gamharat al-Luga, p. 8: After describing 
the points of articulation, he says: Tumma l-gimu wa-s-Sinu mina l-lahati wa-1-ya'u min 
wasati l-lisani baynalw wa-bayna ma ~ltidahu mina l-banaki 1-'a'la. (Then the gim and sin 
lie on the lahat, and the ya' on the middle of the tongue, between that and the correspond-
ing part of the palate.) If we move mina l-lahat the text gives the same description as 
Sibawayhi's, so that this phrase was probably misplaced and may refer to /q/ and /k/ which 
precede. 
7) The following chart shows the process of articulational fronting of /g/. See: J. Cantineau, 




8) Sibawayhi, al-Kitab II, p. 453: 13-14. 
9) ibid. p. 453: 11-13. 
10) ibid. pp. 453-454. All Arabian letters are classified into two groups maghtlra: ' ' g q g Y Q. I n 
r t d z? db m w and mahmusa: h Q.g k sst l?! f. 
11) Fleisch and Troupeau interpret the terms as meaning strictly voiced vs. voiceless. For Garbell 
it is 'nonbreathed' vs. 'breathed'. Jakobson and Blanc maintain that it is fortis vs. Ienis. 
12) ibid. p. 454: 6-20. To ri!Jawa belong the following letters: h 1). g h s l? Q. z s?! d f. 
13) W. H. Gairdner, Phoneti'cs of Arabic (London 1925), p. 23. 
14) ibid. p. 23. 
15) ibid. pp. 19-20. 
16) ibid. p. 16. 
17) S. Fraenkel, Die aramaischen Fremdworter im Arabi'schen (Leiden 1886, Hildesheim 1962). 
18) The pronouciation [s] for Aramaic /s/ is easily reduced from some adaptations of Greek and 
Latin forms: 
Nabataean: 'WPRNS, Eu<pp6veo'; BSS', basis; SLWNS, Silvanus; QYSR, Caesar 
Palmyrene: BSLQ', {3aaeJ..tr:~; SSTRTYN, sesterium 
Syriac: faspis' &an[(; asota', &.awTo(, etc. 
As for the value of /s/ no evidence can, of course, be reduced from Greek or Latin words, but 
in the adaptation of words of Iranian origin Aramaic regularly uses /s/ for [s]; PRY DRS, 
Sansk. Priyadarsi; K'NYS, Prakrit kanici; etc. It thus seems plausible that Aramaic /s/ and 
/s/ were realized by [ s] and [s] respectively at that time. 
19) J. Cantineau, Le Nabateen I (1930), p. 43. 
20) J. Cantineau, Grammaire du Palmyrenien epigraphique (Paris 1935), p. 42-3. 
21) There are several inscriptions of Old Arabic: graffiti from Nemara (dated 328 A. D.), from 
Jebel Ramm (c. 3000 A. D.), from Zabad (512 A. D.) and so on. 
22) J. Cantineau, Le Nabateen II (Paris 1930), p. 50. This graffito was discovered by Wetzstein 
at Harran in Ledja. 
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23) This date corresponds to 568 A. D. 
24) Vilencik, OLZ, (1930), col. 91-3 and OLZ (1931), col. 505-506. Cantineau agrees with it in 
Etudes de linguistique arabe (Paris 1960), pp. 16, 46 and 283. 
Postscript: A. Siddiqi's "Studien iiber die persischen Fremdworter in klassischen Arabischen 
(1919), p. 73-- which I had a chance to see only after the completion of this article--
supplies another material for the sibilants m question, from the observation of which the same 
result can be obtained. In the Persian loanwords which the author maintains had passed to 
Arabic in the early perods, we may observe that Persian has a /s/ regularly corresponding to 
what is normally considered to have possessed a phonetic value [s], e.g. Pers. /s/=Ar. /s/: 
sekar jsukkar "sugar", muskjmisk "musk", taSt /tass "wooden cup", etc. 
What this seems to indicate is not that there was a phonetic shift from a Persian /s/ to 
Arabic /s/, because in the loanwords which were taken over later, Persian /s/ are always 
rendered with Arabic /s/. The Arab shuold have expressed the Persian /s/ with their /s/ if 
the latter truly had the value [s]. Since, instead, they used the /s/, the conclusion must be 
drawn that Arabic /s/ was substituted for Persian /s/ at a time when the former had a value 
[s] or the like equivalent or similar to Persian /s/ and that Arabic /s/ was not realized by 
[s], but something else, perhaps a fricative [<;] or the like. 
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